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Brondell Swash 1400 Bidet Toilet Seat
Save $160.00
BrondellSKU: S-1400-E-W
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Color: White

            
                  
                  
                    White
      
        
      
    
                

                  
                  
                    Biscuit
      
        
      
    
                


Size: Elongated

            
                  
                  
                    Elongated
                  
                

                  
                  
                    Round
                  
                


Warranty: Standard Warranty

            
                  
                  
                    Standard Warranty
                  
                

                  
                  
                    Extended Warranty (2 Years) +$99
                  
                



      Variant

      
        White / Elongated / Standard Warranty - $489.00
White / Round / Standard Warranty - $489.00
Biscuit / Elongated / Standard Warranty - $549.00
Biscuit / Round / Standard Warranty - $549.00
White / Elongated / Extended Warranty (2 Years) +$99 - $588.00
White / Round / Extended Warranty (2 Years) +$99 - $588.00
Biscuit / Elongated / Extended Warranty (2 Years) +$99 - $648.00
Biscuit / Round / Extended Warranty (2 Years) +$99 - $648.00


      

    

  


  
    Price:

    
      
            Sale price$489.00

          
            Regular price$649.00
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Found a lower price? Request a match

 

  

      Stock:

      In stock

    

            
           BK Express Quickship (Click for Details)
FREE Shipping on Most Orders (Click for Details)
Delivers in 2-7 Business Days
Easy 45 Day Returns & Exchanges  (Click for Details)
30 Day Risk Free Trial (Click for Details)
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                          Description

                        


                        
                          
                            The Brondell Swash 1400 is the latest flagship luxury bidet toilet seat from Brondell (S-1400).  The Swash 1400 boasts a number of improvements over the previous generation and brings the Brondell Swash series up to date with the latest in bidet toilet seat trends.  Brondell has been one of North America's best selling bidet toilet seat brands in the past 5 years and the Swash 1400 is here to continue that legacy.

[image: Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat lifestyle]

Available in ROUND or ELONGATED sizes and WHITE or BISCUIT/BEIGE colors.

California residents see Prop 65 WARNINGS

New Improvements

At first glance, the Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat looks pretty similar to the previous Swash 1000 model.  Upon closer inspection, you'll notice that the silohuette has been updated with a more modern profile.  The lid remains sturdy and sittable, but the water supply inlet and electrical cord are now hidden in a pocket towards the rear left of the unit (when facing the toilet).  This creates a more streamlined look for the bidet seat by allowing you to hide the supply hose and electrical cord on the same side.  Just in case you already have the power outlet on the other side of the toilet, the Brondell S-1400's power cord should be long enough to wrap around behind the toilet to the right (3.5ft). 

[image: Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat profile][image: Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat led nightlight]

An LED nightlight is another smart addition to this latest Brondell Swash lineup.  A popular trend in modern bathrooms, an LED nightlight for the toilet allows users to use the bathroom at night without having to turn on the bathroom lights--an important safety feature so your eyes won't need to readjust in dark hallways.  The Brondell Swash 1400 bidet has an automatic air deodorizer, but unlike the previous generation, this deodorizer has a replaceable catridge so it can be refreshed in the event that it loses effectiveness.

 [image: Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat deodorizer][image: Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat nozzle]

The Brondell Swash 1400 toilet seat bidet is still operated via a wireless remote control that comes with a magnetic wall mount.  The remote control has been updated with a thinner profile and less bulk.  The remote still has a nice clean layout, but now you also have the ability to save 2 user preset profiles.  This will help you save a few button presses in case different users prefer different settings.  The other new button that's been added is an "auto" button that will run through full rear wash cycle and then a full drying cycle with one press.  

The last big improvement that Brondell added to the Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat is to the wash nozzle itself.  To address a concern from the previous generation, the Swash 1400 wash nozzle has been extended and there are more position settings during cleansing.  This gives the bidet seat a longer cleansing range and provides a farther reaching front feminine spray.  

Same Great Quality

The Brondell Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat is a step forward for an already uber popular model.  In addition to the great improvement listed above, it still sports all the great standard features you'd expect from a luxury washlet including a tankless water heating system, dual stainless steel nozzles, heated seat, warm airy dryer, deodorizer and sturdy construction.  

Full Feature List

[image: Brondell Swash 1400 Remote]

Hygiene

- Front and Rear wash

- Dual stainless steel nozzles with adjustable position

- Nozzle oscillation

- Self cleaning nozzles with nozzle sterilization function

- Adjustable water temperature and spray pressure

 Comfort

- Tankless water heating system with ceramic core for endless warm water

- Heated seat with adjustable temperature

- Aerated cleansing spray with 3 adjustable spray widths

- Warm air dryer with adjustable temperature

- Air deodorizer with replaceable cartridge

- Slow closing seat and lid

 Convenience

- 2 programmable user presets

- LED nightlight (blue)

- Quick release for easy cleaning

- Automatic eco mode

- Wireless remote control with wall mount

- One touch auto button

Specifications

[image: ]

 

Fitment Guidelines
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Download User Manual

User Manual (.pdf 10MB)

 

What's Included? 
- (1) 7/8" Metal T-Valve
- (1) 90 degree supply hose
- (2) Mounting Screws
- (1) Seat Mounting Bracket
- Batteries for Remote

Warranty  
The Brondell Swash 1400 from BidetKing.com is covered by a 3 Year Manufacturer's Limited Warranty:
- 100% Coverage of all parts and labor for the entire bidet for the first year from original date of purchase
- 75% Coverage of all parts and labor for the entire bidet for the second year from original date of purchase
- 50% Coverage of all parts and labor for the entire bidet for the third year from original date of purchase

Optional 5 Year Extended Manufacturers Full Warranty ($99):

100% Coverage of all parts and labor for the entire bidet for the first 5 years from original date of purchase

 

In Depth Head to Head Comparisons

Brondell Swash 1400 vs Bio Bidet BB-2000

Brondell Swash 1400 vs Brondell Swash 1000

 

BIDETKING.COM EXPERT'S REVIEW

Brondell is one of the leading bidet companies in the United States. Brondell has made a reputable name for itself with popular models like the Swash 1000, and the updated Swash 1400 bidet toilet seat. Here, our bidet expert breaks down the features, strengths and weaknesses of the Brondell Swash 1400. 

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
 The Swash 1400 is Brondell’s flagship model. It boasts great luxury features such as adjustable heated seat, adjustable spray pressure, oscillating spray, wide spray capability, and many others. In its arsenal, the 1400 also carries a handful of unique features like user presets, a cool blue night light, dual nozzles, and a sittable lid. Here is the break down of these terms and what they entail. 


Dual Nozzles
The Brondell Swash 1400 is one of the few popular models that utilizes separate nozzles for the front and rear wash. The first thing to clarify about this dual nozzle feature is that both nozzles do not spray at the same time. One nozzle is dedicated solely for the rear wash, while the other is solely used for the front, feminine wash. Some users like the idea of having separate nozzles for each function for cleanliness. In practice, you’ll never actually be able to tell whether the bidet seat washing you is using one nozzle with different sections, or two separate nozzles. They feel the same. Also, the nozzle never touch you and are self cleaning, so cleanliness isn’t much of an issue. The Swash 1400 does have a better front feminine reach than its predecessor the Swash 1000, and is now about the same as other top bidet seats.

Tankless, Ceramic Core Heating System
The Brondell Swash 1400 has a ceramic heating component that is tankless and is fully capable of producing continuous warm water. The Swash 1400 has four modes of temperature that are displayed on its remote above its “Spray Temp” button. No light on indicates room temperature water is flowing through the bidet, blue light on means low 90 degree water, pink light on indicates 95 degree water, and a red light on means high 100 degrees fahrenheit water is flowing through the unit.. The Swash 1400 water heating is consistent and lasts for the entire wash cycle. There’s a tiny lag of room temperature water in the beginning, which is normal for tankless on demand style heaters.

Nozzle Construction
The Swash 1400’s dual nozzles are composed of stainless steel nano coated nozzles. This stainless steel nano coated nozzle prevents bacteria from thriving upon the nozzle all while keeping aesthetic integrity. Stainless steel is a natural antibacterial element which also helps with corrosion. Similar to the dual nozzle feature, a stainless steel nozzle is a nice-to-have but not necessarily crucial element. As a user, you’ll never be able to tell what the nozzle is made out of, and some of the most expensive bidet seats on the market (TOTO) still use plastic.

Adjustability and Convenience
The Brondell Swash 1400 has fully adjustable nozzles in spray pressure, nozzle positioning, water temperature, and in a more unique convenience: wide spray. These conveniences are designed for precision as well as an effective wash. Water temperature is capable of changing between four temperature settings as described above in the Heating System section. The nozzles also have 7 different nozzle positions for the best targeted wash possible. With the precision also comes the ability to go wide, a unique adjustment that changes the width of the spray. The wide spray feature has 3 different settings of width. The widest setting hits your body with roughly a 3” diameter and is a more gentle feeling spray. The narrowest setting hits with roughly a 1” diameter and is the most forceful. Overall, the spray pressure of the Swash 1400 is about average for the market.

Replaceable Deodorizer 
The Brondell Swash 1400’s deodorizer is a replaceable deodorizer that is very simple to swap out. One quick slide of its tab and a switch with a new cartridge and you’re done. It is important to note the deodorizer is a carbon deodorizer and not scented. It is due to carbons properties that this feature helps to deodorize the smell of the room. It’s fairly effective, but like all deodorizers, doesn’t completely eliminate all odors.

User Presets 
The presets on the Brondell Swash 1400 has the capability to remember two users. The program is capable of remembering the following options: Water Temperature Level, Nozzle Position, Spray Level, Spray width, and Nozzle Oscillation. Programming of these presets isn’t too hard and should only take about a minute or two.

Nozzle Sterilization / Self Cleaning 
One of the best features on the Brondell Swash 1400 is its sterilization feature. This feature is activated with a simple button labelled “sterilization.” Once pressed a cleansing silver oxide nano-particle water treatment will begin. This will last for 60 seconds while the nozzle extends and retracts. This Silver oxide nano-particle system was designed to be antifungal and anti-bacterial in order to keep your nozzles sterile and free of corrosion. The nano-particles according to Brondell never lose effectiveness and never need replacing. In reality, it’s hard to say how much better this feature is than other brands’ self cleaning nozzles, but we’ll take Brondell’s word for it.

Seat Heating and Seat Size 
The Brondell Swash 1400 offers a seat warmer like most bidets. This seat warmer is as simple and as intuitive as most features found on the Brondell Swash 1400. To activate the seat warmer simply press the “Seat Temp.” button. A blue light will immediately appear displaying its low setting of 89 degrees, if pressed again the unit will switch over to Medium displaying a pink light indicating 93 degrees, its last setting is a red light and this will offer warm heating of 97 degrees.
 The seat on the Brondell has some slight differences from other bidet seats. These differences may be seen as beneficial knowledge so we decided to include them. One nice design difference we noted on the Brondell Swash 14000 is that it has a slight bit more opening space than most units. It is not much, but the opening is about ½” longer. Where most elongated bidet seats have an average opening of 8” x 11, the Brondell Swash 1400 is a little bit bigger at 8” x 11.5”.
 Seat height is another highlight of the Brondell Swash 1400. The Swash is what one would call a slim profile seat. At its highest rise on the rear end of the unit it is 5 inches, and at its lowest point on the front lip of the seat it is about 1.5”.

Sittable Lid 
What surprises many first time bidet seat users is that the lids are not sittable. That means when you close the lid down, it’s not designed to support adult weight. For some users that use their toilet lid like an extra seat in the bathroom, this is a deal breaker. Others don’t care. The Brondell Swash 1400 is one of the few bidet toilet seats that has a sturdy, sittable lid that will support up to 300lbs. A very nice feature.

Wireless Remote
Another strength of the Brondell Swash 1400 has to be its remote. The Swash 1400’s remote is simple in use and sleek in design. All functions are jotted down in simple to understand words or symbols. The remote easily sits in your hand and is not overly big or thick for ease of use. Its wall mount is slim and the remote attaches to it magnetically. The one minor downside to the remote that is powered by less conventional batteries: coin cell batteries, but shouldn’t be hard to find at any local store.

Installation
The installation process for the Brondell Swash 1400 is fairly standard - not harder or easier than any other bidet seat once you have an electrical outlet in place. It is a matter of twenty minutes for anyone who is fairly handy. The installation of the Swash 1400 does not require any real plumbing and all parts for standard installation are included with the unit. Note that the 1400 requires a minimum of 1.75” clearance behind the toilet seat bolt holes. It is not compatible with one-piece toilets with a french curve.

Electrical Specifications
The Brondell Swash 1400 runs on a standard 15 amp 110/120 volt outlet perfectly fine. A dedicated circuit is not required so long as there’s no other heavy appliances on the same circuit. At its highest settings, the Swash 1400 will draw about 1400 watts during a wash. The seat will only draw this much power when all temperatures are set to maximum levels and while it is currently spraying - so maybe 5 minutes per day. It will only draw about 55 watts or less when idle. On average, electronic bidet seats will cost $30-$45 a year in electricity.

Cons
The Brondelll Swash 1400 is a very nice bidet seat and its flaws are minimal. In our opinion. Its biggest drawback is a relatively weak warranty for its price. Its competitors in this price range offer a 3 year 100% coverage of parts and labor warranties. The Swash 1400 has a limited warranty that degrades in coverage each year (100%, 75%, 50%). Brondell does offer a 5 year premium warranty of 100% full coverage for an additional $99.
 Another potential drawback is the spray pressure. The Swash 1400 has good enough pressure for normal cleansing, but if you are used to higher spray pressures from other models, than you may find it lacking.
 Lastly, the Swash 1400 seat has a bit of a slope near the back that we’ve heard is an issue for some users. It is not a common complaint, but some customers find this to be true and it is something to note.

Why Should You Buy the Brondell Swash 1400?
 The Brondell Swash 1400 is truly a luxury class bidet seat built with great quality from a company with a strong reputation. It is loaded with solid features as described above, but what makes it special is its sleek design and unique features. The fully sittable lid on the Brondell Swash 1400 is one that isn’t found too often in many bidets. The cool blue night light, presets, dual nozzles, and very sleek remote are also very unique features found on the Brondell Swash 1400. Lastly, The Swash 1400’s simple use of functions upon the remote make this a great seat for anyone, no matter how tech savvy, to use with ease. Additionally, it comes with a 30 day money back guarantee trial. Brondell, as well as all of us here at BidetKing are confident you’re going to love this bidet seat.

Other Models to Consider 
 - Bidet seats in the same category:: Bio Bidet BB-2000, Kohler Novita BH-90, TOTO K300 
 - Another bidet toilet seat with a sittable lid: Alpha JX 
 - A more luxurious bidet seat: TOTO S550e Washlet
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       A 
       
     AJ      
    
 Disappointed! I owned 3 different models of Brondell bidet and this was the most expensive one. The front spray does not work as expected, and the 'move' feature barely works. There is a few seconds delay after you turn it on before it starts working. Installation was easy, I liked the remote for this model. These features are inferior for this model, and not worth the price.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    G 
       
     GAIL PALMER      
    
 Brondell Swash 1400 Bidet We have had this bidet for a few months now.  I do like how it heats up fairly quickly and easy installation.  My only con is that it doesn’t go to the front very well even at the highest setting.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    T 
       
     Toni Rivard      
    
 Happy, happy customer We love this Bidet. We had 1 that only sprayed cold water. Yikes.  This is comfortable, easy to install and keep clean. We are very happy. Don't hesitate to purchase.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    R 
       
     Ray Geraghty      
    
 Great asset This is our second Swash 1400. Our first one was installed in our master bathroom. This is installed in the secondary bathroom. Love them both

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    A 
       
     Alphonse Clarke      
    
 I can’t say enough about how great this product is ! I realize how much I miss my toilet seat every time I go on vacation.

Toilet paper now seems so inadequate compared to the fresh experience of your spa seats.   I can honestly say I will always have one or two in my home.
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Fast, (Mostly) Free Shipping

                  With multiple warehouses we can reach most of the US in 2 days with our free ground shipping.

                



          
      
        
        
      
    
Trust Our Bidet Expertise

                  We're bidet experts and we're here to change how you clean. Other stores can't compete with our experience.

                



          
      
        
        
      
    
Lifetime Technical Support

                  Have a bidet question? Get free technical support for the lifetime of your product. 

                



          
      
        
        
      
    
Low Prices, Happy Butts

                  We offer the lowest prices in the industry and have the happiest customers. Read our reviews!
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                        BidetKing.com
Phone: 1.888.310.4511
Email: support@bidetking.com

BidetKing.com is dedicated to advancing modern bidet use in North America. Try one of our award winning bidet seats and we're confident you'll be a bidet user for the rest of your life.
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                                          Strike-Through Pricing and Savings
Items on BidetKing.com may display a List Price or other strike-through pricing or saving information on the product detail or category page.
The List Price is the suggested retail price of a new product as provided by a manufacturer, supplier, or seller. BidetKing.com will only display a List Price if the product was purchased by customers on BidetKing.com or offered by other retailers at or above the List Price in the past 90 days. List prices may not necessarily reflect the prevailing market price of a product.
Based on savings from the "List" price, items may also have a dollar value or percentage-off display.
To report a strike-through price issue, please contact us at support@bidetking.com
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                                          Custom Bidet Toilet Combo
Shipping Information
 

- The custom bidet toilet combinations ship for free via Fedex/UPS Ground to the continential US only.  They cannot be shipped to HI, AK, or internationally at this time. Expedited shipping is not currently available. 
- The toilet will be shipped separately from the bidet seat itself and require an extra 1-2 days of processing due to its size and weight. The shipping weight of the toilet is about 110lbs, please plan accordingly during delivery.
- Transit time for the toilet will be roughly 2-9 business days depending on location. 
- Transit time for the bidet seat will be roughly 2-5 business days depending on location.
- Please check the toilet for damages upon receipt and notify us within 5 days of delivery of any issues so we can expedite the damage claim and send a replacement.  We cannot guarantee damage claims will be honored if we are not notified within this window.
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                                          PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR CALIFORNIA CONSUMERS 

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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                                          BidetKing.com's 30 Day Risk Free In-Home Trial
Rest easy and shop with confidence - BidetKing.com is now offering an exclusive 30 Day Risk Free In-Home Trial! A program so fantastic it could only be brought to you by the internet's premier electronic bidet toilet seat retailer - BidetKing.com. Why are we doing this? Because we are so confident in the quality, functionality, and style of our best bidet seats that we are willing to let you try them, in your home, for a whole month.  If you aren't completely satisfied with your purchase, simply send it back to us and we'll give you a full refund. If you would like a pre-paid return label, the cost is $35 which would be deducted from the refund.    
Program Details: Simply purchase a qualifying washlet bidet seat where the 30 Day Trial program is listed.  From the date of purchase, you will have 30 days to receive, install, and use the toilet seat bidet in your home.   If you find that you are not 100% satisfied with your purchase, call us for a RMA (return authorization) number, and then ship the seat back to us for a full refund minus shipping costs.
Qualifying models: Bio Bidet BB-2000, Alpha JX, Alpha UX Pearl, Brondell Swash 1400, Blooming NB-R1063, Bio Bidet Discovery DLS, Eco Nova
Fine Print:  30 Day Risk Free Trial applies only to products listed in this category.  All returns must have a BidetKing.com RMA number.  Returns received without RMA numbers will be refused. Customer is responsible for return shipping costs. Alternatively, customer can request a prepaid return shipping label from us and a $35 fee will be deducted from the refund.  Returns must be in good condition with ALL original parts and accessories included.  Returns received with missing parts or substantial damage beyond normal usage wear and tear will be subject to additional fees (will be deducted from refund). Orders involving multiple bidet seats may only have (1) unit be considered under the 30 Day Risk Free trial program (other units must be in brand new condition to be returned).  (1) 30 Day Risk Free trial per household - regardless of model.  
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Rest easy and shop with confidence - BidetKing.com is now offering an exclusive 30 Day Risk Free In-Home Trial! A program so fantastic it could only be brought to you by the internet's premier electronic bidet toilet seat retailer - BidetKing.com. Why are we doing this? Because we are so confident in the quality, functionality, and style of our best bidet seats that we are willing to let you try them, in your home, for a whole month.  If you aren't completely satisfied with your purchase, simply send it back to us and we'll give you a full refund minus the original shipping cost (roughly $25).   
Program Details: Simply purchase a qualifying washlet bidet seat where the 30 Day Trial program is listed.  From the date of purchase, you will have 30 days to receive, install, and use the toilet seat bidet in your home.   If you find that you are not 100% satisfied with your purchase, call us for a RMA (return authorization) number, and then ship the seat back to us via UPS for a full refund minus original shipping costs.
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Fine Print:  30 Day Risk Free Trial applies only to products listed in this category.  All returns must be shipped via UPS with insurance and have a BidetKing.com RMA number.  Returns received without RMA numbers or shipped via ineligible carriers will be subject to a 15% restocking fee.  In case of return, customer is responsible for return shipping costs as well as original shipping costs (will be deducted from refund).  Returns must be in good condition with ALL original parts and accessories included.  Returns received with missing parts or substantial damage beyond normal usage wear and tear will be subject to additional fees (will be deducted from refund). Orders involving multiple bidet seats may only have (1) unit be considered under the 30 Day Risk Free trial program (other units must be in brand new condition to be returned).  (1) 30 Day Risk Free trial per household - regardless of model.  
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                                          EASY RETURNS AND EXCHANGES

BidetKing.com accepts returns or exchanges on new and unused products within 45 days of shipment date - with the exception of bidet toilet combination units and open box items that are on final sale. New and unused means the bidet has not been installed, used or altered in any way and remains in resaleable condition.  Due to the hygiene nature of our business, any products that have been hooked up to water or used in any way are not eligible for return due to Public Health Regulations and BidetKing.com policy.
Open box specials are final sale with no returns or exchanges. 
Bidet toilet combination units and open box items are on final sale and returns are not accepted (manufacturer warranty applies in the event of damage or defect).
 
Returns and exchanges must still be in their original packaging with all parts and accessories included or be subject to a 15% restocking fee. 
Return Shipping
Customers are responsible for return shipping fees unless BidetKing.com makes a mistake on the order.  Returns must be shipped via UPS or Fedex with insurance, BidetKing.com is not liable for damages incurred during shipment.  Return shipping address will be given when RMA number is issued.  
If you ordered the wrong item, wrong size/have fitment issues, or simply changed your mind
We will refund you for your purchase price minus the original shipping cost, provided the returned item(s) are received back in their original packaging, along with all accessories, warranty cards, manuals, parts, etc., where applicable, provided your purchase is in "as-new" condition, and the purchased product was not noted as a clearance, close-out or non-returnable item.  Please note that we will deduct the original cost of shipping from the refund regardless if your item was originally shipped to you for free.
Click here to read our full Return and Exchange Policy
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                                          SHIPPING POLICY

BidetKing.com warehouses its own inventory so we can ship your order FAST.

Shipping Rates
Continental US (lower 48 states)
FREE ground shipping on orders over $99! $5.95 flat rate shipping for orders under $99. Ground shipping orders may be shipped via a variety of carriers including Fedex, USPS, and UPS.
BK Express Quickship Program applies only products marked with the Express Quickship tag on the product page and is valid in the 48 Continental US. (Click here for additional details.)
Alaska & Hawaii

$40 Flat rate shipping via USPS Priority or $50 flat rate shipping via Fedex Ground or UPS.  Shipping is flat rate so buy more and save!
Unfortunately, we are not able to ship integrated bidet toilet combos to Alaska or Hawaii (48 Continental US only).
Canada
FREE shipping on orders over $200 via Fedex Ground or UPS Standard. 
FREE shipping on orders over $499 via USPS Priority Mail. 
$20 Flat rate shipping on orders under $99.
$30 Flat rate shipping via USPS Priority on orders under $499
Important Note:
All shipments from the US to Canada are subject to Canadian duty charges. Unfortunately we cannot determine this duty and it is completely independent of any shipping charges from BidetKing.com.
Fedex and UPS charge Canadian customers a "brokerage fee" in addition to duty when bringing packages across the border.  The fee usually ranges from $40-$80USD depending on value. To avoid this fee, we suggest Canadian customers to select USPS Priority.  Most orders will be charged a duty fee by your local customs office. We are not responsible for, and we do not provide refunds or credits for the customs duty fee or Fedex/UPS brokerage fees.
Click here to see our full Return and Exchange Policy
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                                          BIDETKING EXPRESS QUICKSHIP PROGRAM

BidetKing is committed to providing the best customer experience possible. As such, we've expanded our operations with additional fulfillment warehouses to launch our new Express Quickship Program.  Products marked with the Express Quickship tag will typically be delivered within 2 business days in the Continental US (same as Amazon Prime) at no additional cost.  Just select UPS Ground at checkout.
Program Details
⚡ 95% of orders in the Continental US can be delivered within 2 business days via ground shipping - see         map below
⚡ Orders received by 12PM PST will generally ship same day, but is not guaranteed
⚡ Delivery times are based on UPS Ground estimates and not guaranteed - choose an expedited shipping       option if you need a guarantee
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